





Engage internal &
external stakeholders

Collaborate from one
central location

Prove the value of
your work
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Supplier Collaboration
Workspace
Develop collaborative supplier relationships
& become customer of choice
As the challenges to enterprise businesses continue to grow, many
organisations are looking towards their supply base for answers to
their most pressing needs and engaging in Supplier Collaboration
efforts.
Though some pockets of excellence exist, collaborations frequently
derail due to a lack of systematic management. Without the
processes, capability, and technology to collaborate strategically
and at scale, procurement encounters friction in getting the most
out of its relationships.
As a key component of our Supplier Collaboration & Innovation
platform, Vizibl's Supplier Collaboration Workspace provides one
central location to collaborate systematically with internal and
external stakeholders on projects that are directly linked to shared
goals and quantitative measures of value.
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Features


Launch time-bound, measurable Projects from one central location to formalise the
collaboration process alongside internal and external stakeholders alike.



Assign Value Trackers to Projects to forecast and measure their progress against key
performance indicators over time, proving the value of Supplier Collaboration.



Pull Projects into Dashboards in Vizibl and use fully flexible custom Tagging to
segment data, giving you as broad or as granular a view of performance as desired.



Run 180 and 360 degree surveys to assess sentiment on both sides of the
relationship, conduct gap analysis, and proactively make course corrections.



Assess overall relationship performance across three custom-configurable
dimensions: operational, relational, and transformational.

Benefits


Find new time and resource efficiencies by collaborating on projects from one
centralised workspace alongside internal and external stakeholders.



Ensure your work is making progress against your goals by linking all collaborations
to the strategic, measurable objectives outlined for the relationship.



Move beyond operational work and pool your time and resources on strategic
Projects that generate measurable value to your organisation.



Use Surveys to gain a transparent and reliable indicator of sentiment and
relationship health to ensure your most valuable partnerships remain on track.



Drive alignment, accountability, and good governance with functionality that makes
it clear who owns a project or task, when it’s due, and what’s expected of them.
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About Vizibl
At Vizibl, we put collaboration, innovation, and sustainability at the heart of
supplier relationships.
Our best-in-class digital platform enables enterprise organisations and their
suppliers to manage every aspect of their relationship more effectively.
Whether it's discovering new revenue streams, developing innovative products
and solutions, or taking joint action towards your sustainability targets, Vizibl
helps to align your suppliers with your business goals to deliver mutual value.
Trusted by giants in pharmaceuticals, oil & gas, FMCG & communications, the
Vizibl platform connects buyers and businesses with their suppliers, on every
continent across the world.
Connect your extended ecosystem all in one collaborative platform, all Vizibl.

Speak with Vizibl today and learn how we can help
you leverage Supplier Collaboration to meet your
business goals.
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